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The roads were deeply rutted from weeks of spring rains, but Allan said, as we careened down the steep hill, "Two inches under this mud, it's solid rock. Nothing to worry about."

He was right. We made it through to several of the oil wells we were inspecting on that sunny Sunday afternoon, having gone the long way, through the main gatekeeper for John Zink's Scout Ranch. Allan was showing me and our thirteen-year-old daughter, Laura, the new way to our oil lease (all mineral rights in Osage County have to be leased from the Osage Indian Tribe).

The recently built Skiatook Lake had taken over the old roads. We were anxious to see how high the water had come up, flooding some of our wells and the land that we used to walk over. Laura was planning to shoot her BB gun for a little target practice.

Allan pulled up beside the "Popcorn Shack," an ancient concession trailer converted to tool warehouse. He turned off the old pick-up truck's ignition and said, "Oh, I didn't mean to do that." The truck was dead. More precisely, the battery, which I now totally recalled that he was charging before we left the house, was dead. We were nowhere, with the gatehouse a rutted ten miles back, and a flooded road and lake before us.

Visions of Hershey bars and cold PepsiCola suddenly came to me as I realized how unprepared we were for a long siege of waiting for rescue.

"Any chance of Paul coming up here today?" I asked, hopefully. Paul is our pumper. "Not likely. It's his day off. He goes to church," he said. "Well," I said, "luckily, we left James at home. When no one's there to take him to band practice tomorrow morning, he'll notice we're not home and send help."

James is our fourteen-year-old. He had better things to do than trek off to tally high water. He'd stayed behind to watch wrestling on TV.

"I'm going to hike down to the old road and see if there is anyone out tonight taking a Sunday drive to look at the water," Allan said. "It's only about three miles."

He left. It was strangely quiet.

Laura suggested removing the rear-view mirror and flashing an S.O.S. I tended to agree with her, but it wasn't yet time for desperate measures. I could just envision the humongous bill we would get for the landing of a Life-Flight helicopter and the looks on everyone's faces when we merely asked for a jump-start on our battery (and/or a Pepsi and candy bar). At least it was broad daylight and there was no laundry to wash or any meals to fix. I could learn to appreciate this situation.

Taking stock of my purse, I found four Clorets Breath Deodorant Gum pieces, Laura
AND I EACH TOOK ONE, AS IT WAS LUNCH-TIME, AND PUT THE OTHER TWO AWAY FOR "DINNER." THERE WAS NOTHING ELSE THE LEAST BIT USEFUL IN THE PURSE, EXCEPT SOME KLEENEX TISSUES AND THREE OR FOUR PENS.

JOHN ZINK'S RANCH IS SEVERAL HUNDRED ACRES OF WOODED LAND. THERE ARE MANY PONDS, ENOUGH NATIVE STONES TO BUILD A CASTLE, MUCH OLD OIL-WELL EQUIPMENT, AND THE TREES—LARGE AND SMALL. THERE ARE BIRDS AND CRITTERS OF ALL KINDS, BUT THERE ARE NO BATHROOMS.

I HAD ONLY THREE KLEENEX LEFT. ALLAN WAS COMING INTO VIEW, BUT HE HAD BEEN GONE FOR ONLY A FEW MINUTES, THOUGH IT SEEMED LIKE HOURS, AND HE WAS ALONE.

"IT'S FLOODED UP TOO FAR," HE SAID. WE DISCUSSED DOING OUR S.O.S. BIT ON THE HORN, BUT HE DECIDED TO HIKE BACK TO THE GATEHOUSE TEN MILES UP THE HILL. AFTER HE LEFT, LAURA AND I WERE AFRAID TO HONK THE HORN IN CASE HE MIGHT THINK WE WERE SUMMONING HIM BACK, BUT WE SECRETLY THOUGHT IT A BETTER PLAN.

LAURA BEGAN TO BUSY HERSELF DOODLING ON THE BACKS OF THE WELL LOGS. STACKS OF PAPER ALLAN LEAVES LYING AROUND IN THE PICK-UP FLOOR "OFFICE." SHE WAS DOING TRACINGS AROUND AN OLD LID SHE HAD FOUND. "LID ART," SHE DUBBED IT.

I PICKED UP A PIECE OF THE GRAPH PAPER. THE SQUIGGLIES ON IT LOOKED LIKE SOMETHING FROM A LIE-DETECTOR TEST. I TURNED IT OVER AND BEGAN TO WRITE MY OWN VERSION OF A SWISS FAMILY ROBINSON.

THE PRIMITIVE BEAUTY OF OUR NATURAL SURROUNDINGS WAS SLIGHTLY MARRED BY A CHUG-CHUGGING SOUND, CAUSED BY THE MOTOR OF THE OLD VINTAGE 1930'S PUMP HOUSE ABOVE US AND A FAINT DRIFT OF BRYAN ADAMS SINGING "I NEED SOMEBODY" FROM LAURA'S EVER-PRESENT PORTABLE RADIO EARPHONES.

WE WONDERED IF THE BUZZARDS CIRCLING OVERHEAD HAD ANYTHING TO DO WITH US. WE FANTASIZED ABOUT USING LAURA'S BB GUN TO SHOOT OUR DINNER AND OF USING AN OLD BEER CAN TO HEAT POND WATER FOR DRINKING. WE MUST KEEP OUR SPIRITS HIGH.

NO HUNTING IS ALLOWED ON THE RANCH, NOR FISHING, NOR MOTORCYCLING, NOR OVERSIZED TRUCKS, NOR SPEEDING. THERE WAS AN OUTSIDE CHANCE THAT WE MIGHT DO ONE OF THESE FORBIDDEN THINGS AND CONCEIVABLY BE "CAUGHT." IF ONLY WE HAD BROUGHT A RIFLE WITH US. ONE SHOT WOULD SURELY BRING SOMEONE DOWN ON US. AH, WELL...

AFTER AN HOUR HAS PASSED, THERE'S NOTHING TO DO BUT NOTICE THE MINUTIAE (LAURA, MUTTERING SOMETHING ABOUT DAIRY QUEEN, WAS TRYING TO TAKE A NAP). THE DUSTY BLUE DASHBOARD IN FRONT OF ME CONTAINED A PAIR OF BROKEN SUNGLASSES, A PAIR OF BROKEN SAFETY GLASSES, AND A POST-IT NOTE WITH A GRAPHIC PICTURE IN PEN AND INK SIGNED "BY LAURIE." SMASHED BUGS ON THE WINDSHIELD FORCED CONTEMPLATION OF MY OWN FRAGILE MORTALITY.

A SHORT DISTANCE OFF, THERE ARE HILLS TO THE FRONT AND BACK OF US. HILLS TO THE LEFT AND RIGHT. WITH ALLAN GONE FOR HELP, THERE'S NOTHING TO DO BUT WAIT. I WISH THAT I HAD MORE THAN A PASSING FANCY FOR SCENIC WONDERS. I LONGED FOR TALL BUILDINGS AND MAN-MADE FEATS. AND LESS OF AN IMAGINATION. I BEGIN TO THINK OF SNAKES AND RICOCHETING BB'S. I WORRY THAT ALLAN HAS BEEN AMBUSHED BY BOY SCOUT CAMPERS WHO THINK HE LOOKS MORE LIKE AN ESCAPED CONVICT THAN A BUSINESSMAN IN WEEKEND GRUNDBIES. WHAT IF JAMIE, LEFT TO HIS OWN DEVICES TOO LONG, BURNS DOWN THE HOUSE TONIGHT, FIXING HIS OWN GRILLED CHEESE.

THE FLASHLIGHT IN THE GLOVE BOX HAS A DEAD BATTERY. I MAKE A MENTAL NOTE TO BE MORE PREPARED IN THE FUTURE. JUST BECAUSE THIS IS NOT THE VEHICLE I USUALLY DRIVE IS NO EXCUSE.

OF COURSE, THE WORST THAT CAN HAPPEN IS THAT WE WILL HAVE TO SPEND THE NIGHT HERE, AND ONLY IF NO ONE IS AT THE GATEHOUSE IN FIVE HOURS, OR HOWEVER LONG IT TAKES A SEMI-SEDENTARY, MIDDLE-AGED (THOUGH HANDSOME) MAN TO WALK TEN MILES (OR HAVE A HEART ATTACK). HAD ALLAN NOT BEEN WITH US, WE WOULDN'T HAVE BEEN AT THE LEASE IN THE FIRST PLACE. WE WOULDN'T HAVE BEEN IN THIS PREDICAMENT (BY MYSELF, I TEND TO GET STRANDED ONLY AT GROCERY STORES OR ON WELL-TRAVELED ROADS) OH, WELL. I DID TAKE THE TIME TO PUT ON MAKE-UP BEFORE WE LEFT. ONE MUST LOOK ON THE BRIGHT SIDE. I PECK AT LAURA. OUR HAIR IS CURLY. WE'LL LOOK FAIRLY GOOD WHEN THEY FIND OUR CARCASSES.

PERHAPS, AS A PROTECTION AGAINST PANIC, I'LL TELL MYSELF FAIRY TALES. MAYBE ALLAN HAS RUN INTO SOMEONE AT THE OTHER LEASES WE HAVE PASSED, AND THEY ARE ON THEIR WAY BACK TO US AT THIS VERY MINUTE. WAIT, I THINK I HEAR SOMEONE COMING. I MOLD MY HEAD HIGH AND STILL, LIKE BAMBI'S MOTHER. IT IS ONLY THE WIND RUSTLING THE LEFTOVER DRY LEAVES IN THE OAK TREES. THEY'RE RIGHT NEXT TO THE MAPLES THAT HAVE TINY, RED LEAF-BUDS CURLED LIKE POINTY RACCOON FINGERS. WAITING FOR MORE BALMY SUN TO COAX THEM FLAT. WHAT AN IMAGINATION. WHAT A BUMMER.

SUDDENLY, AT TWO O'CLOCK, THE RUSTLING LEAVES TURN INTO A GRAY PICK-UP WITH JUMPER CABLES AND TWO MEN. ONE OF THEM IS Tired AND HANDSOME AND CLAIMS TO HAVE WALKED SIX MILES IN WHAT HAS BEEN ABOUT 1½ HOURS. NOW WHAT AM I GOING TO FIX FOR DINNER WITH NOTHING THAWED OUT?